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Abstract 

A large number of reinforced concrete structures in early stage of life show symptoms of 

deterioration which are consequences of mistakes in design documentation, or based on poor 

execution. Problems of structure durability and quality insurance by proper recognition of the 

environmental conditions in which the structure is placed in are often treated with lack of 

attention and mostly craftmenshiply, with insufficient data in design documentation. It is 

especially visible in problems of design and thickness definition for coating layer, curing 

conditions and maintenance. In the paper are given some of typical damages caused by wrong 

presumed environmental conditions, incorrect material selection for structure execution or 

insufficiently elaborated quality requirements in technical description, bill of quantities etc. 

By that mean, after analyzing location conditions and possible harmful actions on the 

observed structure, possible repair techniques are shown due to minimize costs and optimize 

results required for usage as it is designed. In some cases mistakes by improper environmental 

conditions assumptions are visible after a certain period of time, when structure is in use, 

which causes more problems in repairment process, and, in addition,  larger expenses and 

inability of structure usage due to its prior design. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are numerous factors that influence the final state of executed structures. Flows that 

are not visible in present moment cause unsatisfactory condition, and therefore additional 

measures and costs for maintenance and repair works. Final condition of the structure is 

connected with mistakes in design and/or construction process which are directly linked to the 

participants of the construction process. Common mistakes and failures are shown in the form 

of cracks, colour and texture changes in building materials, or structural damages very soon 

after the building process is finished. 
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Defects and failures which are caused by mistakes in design process, or by wrong material 

selection are less visible on first sight but can have more severe consequences. Mistakes in 

design process are most common consequence of insufficient understanding of structural 

behaviour either as wrong assumption in numerical model, disregarding some actions on 

constructions well as improper selection of applied materials regarding to insufficient 

understanding of deterioration process or environment influence on the structure. On the 

following figure most important influences on quality of the project design are shown 

schematically. 

 

Figure 1: Influences on quality of project design 

2. PRACTICE EXAMPLE 1 – RC STRUCTURE OF SPORTS CENTRE 

Reinforced concrete structure of the Sports and recreation centre is situated in the area of 

north Croatia, and is constructed as monolith structure, without expansion joints, with total 

length 78,60 m and maximum width 21,10 m. According to changes in main design founding 

with strip foundations and footings is changed into the reinforced concrete foundation slab 30 

cm thick under the whole structure. As well all walls designed as masonry elements were 

executed as reinforced concrete ones. Design of the business/management part of the structure 

wasn’t changed. In the present moment Phase I of the construction process is finished, and for 

Phase II is planned assembling of the canopy for what anchors were already built. 

 

Figure 2: Structure cross section 

Construction technology was changed during the building process and it was allowed for 

the contractor not to lay down the hydro insulating layer on perimeter walls and under the 

foundation slab (with written approval of the investor and design engineer) preconditioned 

with building the waterproof concrete instead. Lately, water permeability of the concrete 

according to the HRN 1128 – Table 7 was not proved. This decision was proved to be fatal 
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because there is continuous water leakage inside the structure, and therefore continuous 

deterioration process of the built-in materials and uselessness of interior space. 

 

Figure 3: Floor plan with flaws scheme 

Although it is common in practice craft that structure length without expansion joints is 

usually limited to 35 or max. 40 m structure was built in total length of 78,60 m without any 

which caused structure cracking (self – disjointing) on places with cross section changes e.g. 

where stress concentration is maximal. Two cracks approximately 1 cm wide, with depth 

equal to the cross-section depth and all-over transversal span were detected. 

 

Figure 4: Unsatisfactory crack repair (upper and lower side of the structure) 

Stages of execution process were not properly considered, respectively to the materials 

applied. Sufficient water permeability of the concrete should be achieved due to afterward 

canopy installation. Demanded property should be achieved within concrete properties or with 

adequate surface coating. Existing surface coating is detached and peeled of the concrete 

surface (probably caused by improper appliance process). Locally, cracks and spallings of the 

coating are visible, indicating incompatible applied materials and/or improper building 

process. 

Visual inspection showed that multiple damage types are present, mostly caused by water 

leakage from upper (outside) surface to the interior (lower side) through the cracks formed in 
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the self – disjointing process. Also, drainage of the upper structure surface is insufficient 

because is it is designed for the conditions of Phase II e.g. with canopy set. 

 

Figure 5: Surface coating deterioration (spalling, peeling...) 

 

Figure 6: Typical cracks in upper surface  

In allmost all interior surfaces signs of leakage and leaching are visible as well as lime 

sediments. Remanent water from the upper surface is placed inside cracks and with cyclic 

freezing-thawing process is devastatig and degradating impact on surrounding concrete in the 

moist zone. Leakage and wet spots inside the structure are visible after every heavy rain. 

 

Figure 7: Leakage and lime sediments  
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For quality and durable solution for all flaws and damages shown in structural elements of 

tribunes it is necessary to firstly remove present insufficient repair attempts (e.g. steel plates 

over cracks, additional concrete slabs without function, insufficient surface coating…). After 

preparation works all cracks must be repaired with epoxy based sludge or mortar, and new 

impermeable surface coating must be applied on all upper visible surfaces. Also, water 

insulation must be placed in all perimeter RC walls. Solutions for large transversal cracks and 

insulation of the foundation deck are processed in individual project and will not be presented 

in this article. It is important to notice that newly executed structure is more rigid and heavier 

than original. These facts probably had major impact on damages because ground settling 

deformations are bigger and structure is cracking throughout respectively. One of the major 

cause of cracks is probably the fact that there were no expansion joints for length of 78,60 m 

what is too long for single concrete element. 

 

3. PRACTICE EXAMPLE 2 – RC FLOOR STRUCTURE OF STEEL HALL 

Reinforced concrete floor structure of the chicken fattening hall is situated in the area of 

north Croatia. Floor dimensions of the structure are 22,50 × 168,00 m and bearing structure is 

steel frame. Foundation is executed as footings with dimensions 120/200 cm and 50 cm thick 

all connected with overhead beams. Floor slab of the hall is 15 cm thick and was executed 

joint free according to the founding structure. One of the floor dilatations is executed 

continuously in length of 82,00 m without any splitting. 

 

Figure 8: Cross section of the structure  

Concrete structure parts (floor, beams) are in direct contact with poultry animals are 

situated in very aggressive environment (poultry excrements) and therefore should be ranked 

as class exposure XA1 up to XA3 according to the HRN EN 206-1, Table 1. In this particular 

case chemical aggression was not elaborated in design documentation and concrete demands 

for floor were only regarding to the concrete strength and most common usage (C 30/37; 

XC2). Therefore, concrete surface according to the design specifications should be protected 

with chemically resistant surface coating. 
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Design documentation states that quartz sand sprinkling on the upper surface coating gives 

sufficient chemically resistant industrial floor, which in absolutely incorrect. Quartz sand 

sprinkling gives better mechanical properties (strength, wearing resistance). Comparison of 

the broken floor pieces at the time of the visual inspection shows significant variations in 

quartz sand amount what indicates low grade execution. During the usage period of two years 

in all surfaces concrete surface has changed colour, what indicates chemical reaction between 

concrete and poultry excrements.  

Some parts have significant peeling and spalling, therefore further rapid deterioration is 

expected. 

 

Figure 9: Surface coating spalling  

During the visual inspection larger parts of the concrete floor structure show surface 

“peeling” signs indicating that concrete surface is chemically attacked and fast degradation is 

soon expected. Local repairs of the surface were made but with no success. 

 

Figure 10: Surface coating spalling  

Also, structural deformations of the concrete floor slab caused by shrinkage process were 

not taken into the account in the proper way. This caused constant increment of the 

connection joints between concrete floor slab and surrounding beams. In some parts gap 

width is up to 40 mm resulting in water and poultry excrements penetration and precipitation 

and rapid deterioration process of the concrete and reinforcement corrosion. 
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Figure 11: Joint gap at slab-beam connection  

Applied permanently elastic sealing has lost its function, because it is not applicable for 

gaps bigger than 5 mm. This size gaps should be treated as expansion joints e.g. filled with 

chemically resistant spongy material or gasket rope and then filled with sealing. All contact 

surfaces have joint gaps larger than 20 mm indicating that repairment is needed all around in 

hall. 

Considering all mentioned flaws for quality repairment the following is needed: 

 Existing surface coating in the whole hall must be removed and new one, chemically 

resistant coating must be applied. Also working quality regarding to the quartz sand 

quantity must be provided. 

 Existing sealing in all contact surfaces (floor/beam) must be removed, and new sealing 

must be carried out. Best results are expected for gasket rope filling and afterward 

filling with permanently elastic sealing with sufficient extensibility and chemical 

resistance. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Although building process for all structures is financially demanding, some of the works 

seemingly simple are executed with lack of care and/or are insufficiently described in 

technical documentation just with simple sketch and without proper calculation. Mistakes 

developed in design or execution process are very soon visible and cause significant 

maintenance expenses, as well as impossibility of structure usage according to the designed 

purpose, and financial loss for Investor. Most common mistakes in design process are 

improper assumptions in design and calculation, unsuitable computation model, material 

selection unsuitable for real conditions and environment of the structure. Most common flaws 

in building process are carelessness, implementation of poor-quality materials, incorrect 

implantation, insufficient qualification of workers etc… With a view to reduce mistake 

possibility to minimum it is necessary to implement project control leaded by independent 

qualified personnel. Those persons, that were not included in design process, should have 
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large knowledge in design process principles as well as large experience in materials 

technology.  
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